
  

 A Case Study, Part II by Rosemary Beach  

This continues the  tale of the perfect storm of client business development, marketing and an event:  The Target 
Canada Insolvency process  where it's legal strategies together with marketing, percolated and grew to phenomenal 
levels.  Welcome to Case Study, Part II of Target Canada's insolvency  featuring Lou Brzezinski, Partner, Blaney 
McMurtry. This chain of events integrating both legal and marketing strategies garnered a media victory :  62 Media 
Media mentions with extended media spill and 2 broadcast  interviews with BNN.  Beyond this, it was a marketing 
strategy that leveraged more for Lou Brezinzski's practice area and awareness of Blaney McMurtry LLP brand.  It has 
also led to Mr. Brezinski's nomination for Canadian Lawyer Magazine, Most Influential Lawyers in Canada 2015. 
 

Business development milestones and successes to date?   
 √ Existing business/file growth:  200% uptick on the Target file  
 √ 10-12 New Clients for Lou Brzezinski 
For context, I summarily convey the history.  In February 2015, www.blaneysontarget.com was born with the purpose 
of providing information into motion, primarily used for creditors and litigants who had a stake in Target Canada's 
restructuring.  An ad hoc committee for creditors was created - a participatory process vs. being just periphery 
onlookers.   The website and blog created widespread engagement. The Target Canada $2 billion intercompany debt 
details and issues were published on the website/blog. More specifically an investigative order was integrated onto 
website. It invited the public to assist in questions about the case  - creating a collaborative process for clients, legal 
strategists and the public.  This particular investigative order, as ordered by Judge Morawetz was unprecedented in 
this kind of insolvency process. 
 
 Never been done before: A consultative committee was created by the Court which resulted from a motion to appoint 
Lou Brezinski as representative counsel for the supplier's committee. 
 
Business Development continued on the laurels of this recent collaborative initiative.  A lecture tour with conferences 
in Toronto and the U.S. followed thereafter.  While the media picked up the story, it was about the legal strategic 
aspects of the case with the support of communications and marketing. 
 
In late May, Lou Brzezinski was nominated for Canadian Lawyer Magazine's Top 25th Most Influential Lawyers in 
Canada.  Immediately, we initiated an integrated strategic marketing campaign to tell the Target story in the efforts of 
educating the legal community and secondarily promoting votes for Mr. Brzezinski. It included a Blaney McMurtry 
endorsement email campaign, posts on Blaney McMurtry website landing page and social media (Linked In and 
Twitter).  Interconnected with a video that tells the Target  story.  
 
 Articles appeared at the same time in Canadian Lawyer Magazine and Mondex which all prominently mentioned 
Blaney McMurtry and Lou Brezezinski. 
  
The campaign stimulated public interest to see the lawyer's full range of capabilities and a real-time case that was 
rapidly unfolding in the media. The lawyer was given the opportunity to break out of the mold to capture the attention 
of his intended market.  
 
Working collaboratively between lawyer and marketer meant that modern marketing practices were used and the 
opportunity to be proactive as well as advantageous in the process – providing insights and enabling the lawyer to 
navigate his own marketing and business development in a manner that works for him.  
 
Successful marketing professionals provide the marketing knowledge, expertise, expected outcomes, deliverables and 
good alternatives for a win-win scenario.  The lawyer can drive his own marketing narrative in an environment ripe for 
information, solutions  and renewed new client development. 

"Thank you very much Rosemary for leading and directing the digital marketing and communications, 
including the campaign with respect of my nomination as one of Canada's most influential lawyers.  Your 
ability to step in with all aspects of the marketing & communications process made this campaign operate 
productively and efficiently".  -  Quote by Lou Brzezinski.  

A multi-continuum of marketing and client development, engagement practices cross all platforms: digital innovations, 
thought leadership and marketing integration. Professional Marketers help guide the participatory process and 
initiatives for strengthened or new client relationships.   
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A Multi-Channel Program Includes:  
  
- Online Presence, Search, Engagement &  

- Thought Leadership: new, different and compelling content. Engage early and fast.  
- Technology and data to personalize for a smarter client experience.  
- Great client experiences at every step of a client's (high-value) decision journey.  
- A unified view with clients requires connecting at every level. 
 
 
Best Practices Modern Marketing For: 
 
- High Value Client relationships 

 
- Marketing-centric CRM programs 

 
- Personalizing High Value Customer 

 
- Integration Plans 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Rosemary Beach, Consultant is Currently Providing Advanced Strategic Leadership in Communications, 
Marketing & Business Development at Law Firms ranging from Large to Mid-Sized. She has up to 20 
years of Integrated Marketing and Communications experience as Agency Senior Account/Business 
Director or Senior Marketing Manager in Roles Servicing Large Global Organizations such as RBC 
Insurance, Cadbury Adams, Ford, CNIB and Janssen-Ortho. 
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